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Abstract
The Influence Maximization (IM) problem determines a small set of influential users that maximizes the influence
spread in the network where influence is measured by the number of active nodes. Among the two classical models, in
the Linear Threshold (LT) a node is activated if the total influence of all the active in-neighbors is no less than a given
threshold and thus threshold selection is important. In this research we observe that the threshold depends on the
application of IM and the influence weight. Then we propose different threshold models based on influence weight. Our
models are linear and the simulation on real dataset shows that they have fast running time.

state an extensive survey on choosing thresholds and then
propose multiple threshold estimation models.
A. Fixed Threshold
In fixed threshold model, all the nodes v have the same fixed
value as threshold ϴ. Many authors have set different fixed
values. For instance:
 ϴ = 0.5 in [2] for contagion. It is well explained in [3].
 ϴ = 1/320 in [4] for the algorithm LDAG
 ϴ = 1/1000 by Goyal et al. for their SIMPATH
algorithm in [5].
 ϴ = 0.35 in [6].
 ϴ = 1/λ for epidemic threshold in [7] where λ is the
largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of the
network graph.
B. Variable Thresholds
On the other hand, there are different thresholds ϴ for each node
v of the network. For example:
 ϴv ~ U(0, 1) in [1], [2], [8], [9].
 ϴv ~ U(0.03,0.05) for IMLT-IOA algorithm in [10].
 ϴv ~ U(0.1,0.5) for the algorithm CDH_SHRINK and
CDH_Kcut in [6]
 ϴv ~ (1/180, 1/320) for LDAG algorithms in[4]

1. INTRODUCTION
The Influence Maximization (IM) problem has got great
attention in recent years and the pioneering works include two
classical models: Independent Cascade (IC) and Linear
Threshold (LT) models [1]. Generally a social network,
presented by a directed graph G(V, E) and a seed S set of size K
are given. An activated node influences neighboring nodes to
adopt any product or service. The influence weight wuv indicates
the influence probability of user u upon v and is calculated from
the given input graph G. The influence spread σ(S) is estimated
by the number of activated nodes when all the nodes in S are
activated. In the LT model, a node v is activated if the
aggregated influence of its activated in-neighbors is no less than
a given threshold ϴv of the node v, that is, if

where xu refers to whether an in-neighbor u is active (xu = 1) or
not (xu = 0). Then the IM problem under LT model is to find a
seed set S of given size K for which the influence spread σ(S) is
maximized and is defined by [1]:

It is evident from equation (1) and (2) that node activation
depends on the threshold value ϴv and influence weight wuv.
Thus threshold analysis has research significance. We categorize
threshold in fixed and variable categories and propose linear
threshold estimation models in both categories. Finally we
evaluate the proposed algorithms with a real dataset.

3. PROPOSED THRESHOLD MODELS
A. Fixed Threshold Model
This models are quite straightforward and simple yet useful and
has been applied by many authors such that [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7] etc. as discussed in the section two. Here we propose some
fixed threshold models.
1) Heuristic Average (HA) Model
In this model threshold value ϴ is determined by taking the
average of influence values of randomly selected in-neighbors
of all the nodes v in the graph G. Firstly, the marginal
aggregated influence is derived for all nodes v by:

2. RELATED WORKS
It has been seen in the most of the influence maximization
researches that the authors have used a range of threshold (e.g.
ϴv = 0.1 to 0.5) and sometimes some fixed values (e.g. ϴ = 0.5)
for the simulation of their algorithms without proper
explanation of choosing the value(s). In this research we first
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where m nodes are randomly selected from n-1(v) and for a
chosen node u, xu = 1 and for the rest nodes, xu = 0. Then the
fixed threshold is finally estimated by taking the expected value
as follows:

m nodes are then summed up along with 5% adjustment for each.
The SA model is given in the Algorithm 2.
B. Variable Thresholds Model
In this model, the threshold is different for each nodes.
Actually this model mirrors the real world scenario mode
vividly. Since it is expected that different individual has
different influence or motivation level.
1) Heuristic Individual (HI) Model
This HI model is nearly same as HA Fixed model expect in the
HA model, an average of all N nodes is taken. The model is
presented in the Algorithm 3.

The associated HA model is stated in the Algorithm 1.

2) Sample Average (SA) Model
The HA Model takes the whole population into account and
hence the model is a slow process. In order to derive threshold
faster, a sampling can be helpful. We employ Systematic
sampling technique [11]. First we determine the sample size n
using Slovin's formula [12]. The formula in the equation (5)
with N = 1000 and error tolerance e = 5% = 0.05 gives,

4. EVALUATION
We have simulated the algorithm by a series of Python programs
on a machine: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4150 CPU @ 3.50 GHz
3.50 GHz machine with 8GB RAM. We have used real dataset
named Epinions [13], scaled (first 5,000 nodes and their
associated edges) for Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.

Table I: Epinions Dataset
The Figure 1 illustrates the comparison of the average threshold
calculated by the HA and SA models for 50 to 500 times MC
simulations. Here the models show generalized results of the
models in [4], [6], and [10].

Now the step = N/n = 1000/284 ≈ 4. It means that the nodes 1,
5, 9.... will be selected for sampling. The Slovin's formula has
great importance when there is no prior idea about the
population except the size. Then the m number of in-neighbors
are selected from each set n-1(v) where m is also chosen
randomly in the range (1, |n-1(v)|). The influence weights wuv of

Figure 1: Calculated thresholds by HA and SA models.
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The threshold value calculation is a sub-problem in the IM
problem. Thus it should not take much time. This requirement is
achieved and illustrated in the Figure 2 which shows faster
running time of our models. The HA and HI model takes nearly
same time as both consider N nodes, whereas SA model takes
very lesser time than both the rest models due to sampling.
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Figure 2: Running time of HA, SA, and HI models
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5. CONCLUSION
In this research we first have an extensive survey on selecting
threshold values for the LT model-based IM problem and we
have found that node activation depends on the influence weight.
Depending upon application of IM, the threshold may be
different as well. We have also categorized the thresholds in two
classes: Fixed and variable. We have proposed threshold
estimation models covering both the classes. Finally we have
evaluated our models with a real dataset. The simulation result
suffices the faster running time.
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